safenames
Brand | Creative | Consultancy
This project originated from an ex client, proof that great service and great
work continues to be rewarded even when a client moves on to new challenges.
In this case soap was commissioned to establish the company’s vision and
values and to translate those pillars to a modern and industry leading brand.

safenames

Firstpoint
Brand strategy & development
Marketing consultancy & strategy | Creative
Having come a long way from where the company started, Firstpoint, wanted a brand
that reflected the business as it is today and, one that could support its ambitious plans
for growth.
Working closely with the company leadership team, soap ran a series of workshops to
get to the heart of the business, helping them understand core values and the organisation’s
future aspirations. Now, a vibrant new brand with ongoing support from soap to manage
its activity and content, Firstpoint recognises the value of its marketing and benefits from
a consistent and continuous presence in the industry.
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Logistics made simple.

Delivering worldwide
peace of mind

Book a Firstpoint courier today!
Express • Road freight • Sea fright • Air freight • Dedicated freight

firstpointlogistics.co.uk
sales@firstpointlogistics.co.uk

0345 030 3777

Firstpoint Logistics Ltd | A&W Buildings | The Docks | Portishead | BS20 7DF

Glide
Creative | HMTL | Social | Consultancy
Working within existing brand guidelines, Glide was looking for new variations of
design for their quarterly campaigns, to be delivered across online and offline channels.
Glide, leading student broadband provider, and WiFi specialist offers a new vision for
student experiences beyond accommodation, to make online life and learning easier
than ever!
With a dynamic marketing team in situ, supporting the growth of the business, the team
required an on-demand service from an external agency, one that would enhance its existing
capability and provide additional creativity across its quarterly marketing campaigns.
Soap’s experience in providing on tap design and production solutions allows us to slip
seamlessly into the breach when the Glide team needs to dial up on creativity.

Is PBSA Wi-Fi
Lockdown
Ready?

Give them
what they
deserve

A brighter
future
Wi-Fi reimagined with
a FREE WI-FI SURVEY

Find out with a
FREE Wi-Fi SURVEY

Anyone can order a gigabit-circuit.
It takes market-leading expertise to challenge convention
and keep students connected, all of the time.

Anyone can order a gigabit-circuit. It takes market-leading expertise
to challenge convention and keep students connected, all of the time.
Raising student satisfaction relies on providingthe very best today,
whilst anticipating the needs of tomorrow.
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High-quality, low-latency reliability

Providing the very best
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the needs of tomorrow

All-fibre access switches
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experience with a
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BOOK YOUR FREE WI-FI SURVEY

Wired access up to 1 Gbit/s

802.11ax wave 2 Access Points

Up to 25 devices per student

Over the uncongested Glide National Network
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With more than 30 years’ experience in the industry,
we understand the challenges facing PBSA operators.

Anyone can order a gigabit-circuit. It takes
market-leading expertise to challenge convention
and keep students connected, all of the time.

Get to know your property with a FREE WI-FI SURVEY

03333 800 800

High-quality, low-latency reliability

info@glide.co.uk
glidegroup.co.uk

With more than 30 years’ experience Glide
understand the challenges facing PBSA operators.

Get to know your property...

All-fibre access switches

BOOK YOUR FREE WI-FI SURVEY

Wired access up to 1 Gbit/s

Give Students
What They
Deserve

802.11ax wave 2 Access Points
Up to 25 devices per student
Over the uncongested Glide National Network
With more than 30 years’ experience in the industry,
we understand the challenges facing PBSA operators.

Discover Glide

BROCHURE DOWNLOAD

Glide in the news

High-quality, low-latency reliability
All-fibre access switches

Get to know your property with a FREE WI-FI SURVEY

Wired access up to 1 Gbit/s
802.11ax wave 2 Access Points
Up to 25 devices per student
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Over the uncongested Glide National Network

03333 800 800
glidestudent@glide.co.uk
glidegroup.co.uk

Get to know your property with a

FREE Wi-Fi SURVEY

03333 800 800 | glidestudent@glide.co.uk
glidegroup.co.uk

Cereals
Creative | Digital | Consultancy
#cerealsisgrowing: Europe’s Leading Technical Event For The Arable Industry,
Cereals 2020, wanted to promote how successful the team is in connecting
with its audience. soap was commissioned to visually demonstrate this through
a creative execution that told the history and the mechanics of the event and
to engage with its farming audience to promote collaboration and innovation.
“I would highly recommend Soap Creative for any type of design work you desire,
they are very good and understanding a brief and creating artwork that captures
the look and feel of your organisation.
Soap Creative are extremely efficient and reliable, and always provide me with
any artwork I request almost straight away, even when I ask for it last minute.
They are a pleasure to work with - 5 star service!”.
Cattrina Milne - Marketing Manager
Comexposium Cereals Ltd

Cereals - The Arable Event

Post Show Statistics

Stats

Demographics
67.2% Male

Geography
32.8% Female
Top 10 Countries

Age
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Age
25-34

Age
35 - 44
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10.1%

25.1%

17.4%
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Age
65+

18.8%

14.2%

14.4%

1. UK
3. US
5. NETHERLANDS
6. GERMANY
7. FINLAND
8. NEW ZEALAND
9. ESTONIA
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114,100 Twitter impressions over two days. @CerealsEvent
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The Farming Forum

Weds 10th - Thurs 11th June 2020
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Origin Rural
Branding | Creative | Web Design/Development | Consultancy
Wishing to move away from the traditional greens and browns typically associated with the
farming and agriculture industry, Origin Rural were instead looking for something fresh and
bright. Once settled on the brand design, soap developed a theme for marketing the brand
and provided a solid foundation that would enable Origin Rural to grow a flourishing business.
The Soap Creative team have been fantastic in supporting the re-launch of my small business.
They have guided me in bringing a new ‘brand’ to life, with creative design concepts, worked
examples of marketing content and advice on current trends. What really stands out is the
holistic service they offer right through the process, and ongoing support to me (their client),
however demanding that may be!
Chris Jones MRICS - Chartered Surveyor
Origin Rural

Origin Rural

labc
Brand | Creative | Consultancy | Digital
For many years we have supported this not-for-profit organisation that
represents all local authority building control teams in England and Wales.
Over 3,000 professional surveyors and building technicians, one national
body, nine regional award ceremonies, one grand final and pretty much
everything else that happens in between. LABC can count on Soap for all
print and design work from brochures to certificates, table toppers to name
badges, logos, banners, and more.

Land Warfare Conference 2019
Securing Competitive Advantage
04 - 05 June 2019
Church House Conference Centre, London

RUSI

Creative | Artwork | Print | Production
RUSI is the world’s oldest and the UK’s leading defence and security think tank.
Its mission is to inform, influence and enhance public debate on a safer and more
stable world. soap supports the delivery of member events.
soap has been a partner to the marketing team at RUSI for over 13 years. Over those
years we have refreshed the brand, supported the brand implementation, promoted
events and handled large and complex, and small scale direct marketing campaigns.
Importantly, what those 13 years demonstrate is that our service and our people
underpin every good B2B relationship.

Held annually on behalf of the Chief of the General Staff, the RUSI Land Warfare Conference is the UK’s
pre-eminent gathering of the land forces community.
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soapcreative.co.uk

